Cell planning problem with capacity expansion is examined in wireless Computational results show that the proposed tabu search is highly effective. 10% cost reduction is obtained by the diversification strategies. The gap from the optimal solutions is approximately 1∼5 % in problems that can be handled in appropriate time limits. The proposed tabu search also outperforms the parallel genetic algorithm. The cost reduction by the tabu search approaches 10~20 % in problems with 2,500 traffic demand areas in CDMA.
Introduction
In cell planning for mobile communication systems we need to consider the traffic demand to cover a specific region, availability of base station sites, available channel capacity at each base station, and the service quality at various potential traffic demand areas (TDAs). Selection of good base station sites and channels will result in acceptable coverage performance at base stations both in coverage area and in signal quality. The problem discussed in this paper is to determine the number of base stations and location and capacity of each base station to cover increased traffic demand. The coverage has to satisfy a certain level of total traffic demand and the received signal strength.
Optimal location of transmitters for micro-cellular system is studied by Sherali et al. [5] . The path loss at each subarea is represented as a function of the base station location. A nonlinear programming problem is presented which minimizes a measure of weighted path-losses. Several nonlinear optimization algorithms are investigated to solve the problem. In [6] the radio coverage optimization problem is converted to a maximum independent set problem. The objective is to achieve a large coverage of traffic demand areas with a small number of base stations. A simulation method is employed to examine the relationship between the number of base stations and the relative coverage of traffic demand areas.
Tutschku [12] proposed an automatic cellular network design algorithm without considering the capacity of transmitters. The network design problem is converted to a maximal covering location problem by using demand node concept. The location of transmitter is optimized by minimizing co-channel interference. He [9] also proposed a greedy heuristic to solve the maximal coverage location problem of transmitters. The heuristic takes into account all the RF design objectives as well as the capacity and the network deployment constraints.
Ye et al. [10] solve the cell planning in a CDMA network. They maximize the cell coverage for given traffic and find optimal location configuration by considering nodes covered via soft handoff by two or three base stations.
A genetic algorithm approach is presented by Calegari et al. [7, 8] . The selection of base stations is represented in a bit string. Selection based on fitness value, one-point crossover and mutation operators are employed. The fitness value combines two goals of maximizing the cover rate and minimizing the number of transmitters. To speed up the procedure a parallel genetic algorithm is implemented by using island model. Their computational results show that the solution quality is significantly influenced by the number of islands.
Most of the research in the optimization of the radio coverage in cellular system is restricted to the selection of base station locations. Base stations are considered to start service at the same time. In this paper we consider two types of base stations. Some existing base stations are currently in service for a specified region. The increased traffic demand in the region requires capacity expansion with additional base stations.
We thus need to determine the location and the capacity of each new base stations.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the capacity of a base station in various multiple access technologies and the potential service area of a base station. We also provide a mathematical model for the cell planning problem. Section 3 presents a tabu search procedure to solve the problem.
Construction of initial solutions, intensification, and diversification strategies are examined. The performance of various tabu operators and the efficiency of the proposed tabu search procedure are presented and compared with a genetic algorithm and an excellent integer programming algorithm CPLEX [16] in Section 4. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 5.
Cell Planning with Capacity Expansion
The cell planning we are interested in is to decide the location and capacity of each new base station to cover increased traffic demand. It causes cell splitting in urban area and requires new cell sites in suburban area. Thus, some of the existing TDAs are served by the new base stations due to the cell splitting. Here, we consider the increased traffic demand, the capacity of each new base station to locate and the coverage of the base station.
Capacity of a Base Station
The capacity of a base station has experienced a great improvement due to the digital modulation, multiple access schemes and other technological development. Advanced Mobile Phone Service (AMPS) employs the frequency division multiple access (FDMA). It utilizes 50 MHz of spectrum in the 800 MHz band. Each channel band of AMPS is 30 kHz. Assuming two competing carriers in the market, a carrier has 416 channels [1] . Twenty one channels are used for control and the rest for traffic channels.
When we assume 7-cell reuse pattern, the number of traffic channels available in a cell becomes 56. It corresponds to a base station capacity of 46 Erlangs (Erlang B) when the blocking probability is 2%.
Global System for Mobile (GSM) is a typical standard of the time division multiple access (TDMA). GSM utilizes two bands of 25 MHz for forward and reverse links. The frequency band is divided into 200 kHz wide channels called ARFCNs (Absolute Radio Frequency Channel Numbers). Each channel is time shared between as many as eight subscribers using TDMA. Since each radio channel consists of 8 time slots, there are thus a total of 1000 traffic channels within GSM. In practical implementations, a guard band of 100 kHz is provided at the upper and lower ends of GSM spectrum, and only 124 channels are implemented [1] . By assuming two companies as in AMPS, each carrier has 62 channels. Assuming the 4-cell reuse pattern, a BS can use 120 time slots.
This corresponds to 107.4 Erlangs when the blocking probability is 2 %.
Interrim Standard 95 (IS-95) [14] is the standard of the code division multiple access traffic channels are available in a cell. If the system uses 120-degree directional antenna, then the capacity is increased approximately 2.5 times, which corresponds to 360 traffic channels. Assuming 2% blocking probability, the capacity becomes 345.7 Erlangs at each base station.
Potential Service Area of a Base Station
Potential service area of a base station represents the TDAs that can be served with sufficient quality by the base station. In this study, we are interested in a general propagation path-loss formula in a general mobile radio environment. By using the path loss model the received signal power can be estimated as a function of transmitted power, distance between the transmitter and receiver, processing gains, and antenna heights. If we ignore fading, the following propagation model [2] may well be used in computing potential service areas. In the model the path loss exponent is assumed to be four.
P r = P t + G r + G t + 20 log h r + 20 log h t + L -40 log r 5 P r : received power P t : transmitted power G r , G t : processing gains of receiver and transmitter h r , h t : antenna heights of receiver and transmitter L: buffer for fading r: distance between transmitter and receiver From the above model, the radius of a cell site can be computed for a given receiver sensitivity. In other words, the TDAs that can be covered by a base station are determined by comparing the received power and the receiver sensitivity. Since we are interested in the location and the capacity of each new base station, we consider the received power at a base station from TDAs. We also assume that co-channel and adjacent channel interferences are negligible in the uplink analysis.
Problem Formulation
Suppose that mobile users are distributed over a designated region composed of N TDAs. Each traffic demand area TDA i has a traffic demand
Assume that the region has K 1 existing base stations each of which is denoted by BS k , k=1, …, K 1 . To satisfy increased traffic demands K 2 candidate cell sites are considered.
It is assumed that the potential location of each candidate base station BS k , k=K 1 +1, …, K 1 + K 2 is known. Let c k and M k be respectively the cost and capacity of each new base station k. Note that the cost and capacity are mainly dependent on the way of multiple access, number of user channels, and sectorization. We assume that the base station cost c k is linear to the capacity M k .
To formulate the problem, we introduce two types of variables. Let y ik be the wireless connection between TDA i and BS k such that 
The objective of our cell planning problem is to minimize the cost of newly installed In the constraint above, the existing base stations are assumed selected, i.e.,
Note that due to the increased traffic demand from TDAs and cell splitting the coverage of existing base station may change.
In cell planning it is important to satisfy the coverage limit of the total traffic demand in the region. Specifically, the problem is handled with the minimum portion that has to be covered by a wireless carrier in the specified region. The minimum portion is given either by the area or by the traffic demand. In this study, we employ the minimum portion of traffic demand. In other words, at least α (0≤ α ≤1) of the total expected traffic demand has to be covered by a set of base stations in the region. Thus, we have the following constraint:
Now, consider TDAs that are covered by a base station. Clearly, the total traffic demand covered by the base station cannot exceed the capacity. The capacity constraint is given as follows:
Finally, we take into account the received signal power strength at BS k which is transmitted from TDAs. Due to the path-loss of radio propagation, if the received power from a TDA does not exceed the receiver sensitivity at BS k , then the TDA cannot be
α covered by the BS k . Let P(i,k) denotes the received power at BS k which is transmitted from the center of TDA i . Also let QoS be the minimum required power level at each base station. Then we have the following path-loss constraint: 
The above cell planning problem is equivalent to the set covering problem [6] when the coverage factor α=1.0. The problem seeks a set of base stations that covers the traffic demand areas in a specified region. When α=1.0, all TDAs are covered by the base stations. Note that the set covering which is a special case of the above cell planning problem is a well-known NP-complete problem [11] . We thus propose a tabu search procedure to solve the problem.
Tabu Search for the Cell Planning Problem
Tabu Search incorporates three general components [4] : 1) short-term and long-term memory structures, 2) tabu restrictions and aspiration criteria, and 3) intensification and diversification strategies. Intensification strategies utilize short-term memory function to integrate features or environments of good solutions as a basis for generating still better solutions. Such strategies focus on aggressively searching for a best solution
within a strategically restricted region. Diversification strategies, which typically employ a long-term memory function, redirect the search to unvisited regions of the solution space.
In our case the short-term memory is implemented by means of tabu lists and aspiration criteria. A tabu list records attributes of solutions (or moves) to forbid moves that lead to solutions that share attributes in common with solutions recently visited. A move remains tabu during a certain periods (or tabu size) to help aggressive search for better solutions. Aspiration criteria enable the tabu status of a move to be overridden, thus allowing the move to be performed, provided the move is good enough.
Initial Base Stations and Covering
To obtain an initial solution two strategies are adopted; "All Candidate Base 
Intensification with Short-term Memory Function
We first define two types of moves. They are "Drop move" and "Add move". Drop move makes a currently active base station inactive. In other words, a base station which is dropped can no more cover TDAs until it is selected again. This Drop move is implemented by moving the base station from Active_List to Candidate_List. Add move is the opposite of Drop move. Add move selects a base station to cover TDAs.
Thus the base station is moved from the Candidate_List to the Active_List.
The short-term memory function, embodied in the two tabu lists, is implemented as an array Tabu_Time(k) which records the earliest iteration that BS k is allowed to move: either to Candidate_List or to Active_List. To prevent moving back to previously investigated solutions, we define two different tabu times T 1 and T 2 as the time that must elapse before a base station is permitted to move from Candidate_List and Current_Iteration ≤ Tabu_Time(k). The choice of tabu times is important to the Tabu search algorithm. We will empirically select the tabu times (T 1 , T 2 ) which lead to reasonably good solutions.
In a Drop move a base station is selected to drop from the Active_List by considering base station cost c k and normalized residual capacity NRC(k). The residual capacity is normalized such that the total capacity is equal to the base station cost. A base station whose sum of the two costs is the maximum is selected to drop.
In an Add move a base station is selected from Candidate_List by comparing the coverage and the base station cost. A base station that maximizes the number of TDAs covered with minimum cost is selected to add.
The above two moves are explained in Step 3 and 6 of the Procedure Tabu Search.
Aspiration by default is applied when the coverage of TDAs is infeasible due to a Drop move. In this case the tabu status is overridden and the base station with the least Tabu_Time(k) -Current_Iteration from Candidate_List is added to the solution.
Reassignment of TDAs
In the intensification process reassignment is performed after each move. After a Drop move each TDA which was covered by the dropped base station need to be covered by another base station. Each TDA is now covered by a base station in the Active_List such that the received signal from the base station is the strongest. The same is true after an Add move. When a base station is added to satisfy feasibility of the covering problem, TDAs are selected which will be covered by the newly added base station. Each TDA whose received power from the added base station is stronger than that from the current base station is assigned to the new base station as far as the capacity is satisfied. These two reassignments are explained in Step 4 and 7 in the tabu search procedure.
Diversification with Long-term Memory Function
The diversification strategy is helpful to explore new unvisited regions of the solution space. It enables the search process to escape from local optimality. In our procedure the diversification is performed when no solution improvement results consecutively for Nmax iterations in the intensification process. Also, a path is defined as the iterations between any two consecutive diversifications. Two diversification strategies are employed: capacity diversification and coverage diversification.
The capacity diversification is the process of determining an appropriate capacity at each new base station. It is implemented by examining the best solution in a path. When a BS k has unused residual capacity RC(k) which is greater than the capacity variation unit ∆M, then the capacity is reduced by ∆M. When the capacity of a base station is fully employed to cover TDAs, then the capacity is increased by one unit, i.e., ∆M.
The coverage diversification is performed by using Active_Freq(k) and Move_Freq(k). Active_Freq(k) represents the number of iterations BS k was in solution in the previous path, while Move_Freq(k) represents total number of Add and Drop Moves performed on BS k . In the coverage diversification the preference is given to the base stations with low Active_Freq(k) and Move_Freq(k). Base stations with relatively lower Active_Freq(k) + Move_Freq(k) are selected until all required traffic demands are covered. This diversification strategy has the effect of restarting the tabu search from a solution that is far away from the solutions obtained in the intensification procedure.
The above two diversification strategies described in Step 9 of Procedure Tabu Search are designed to investigate proper capacities of base stations and better coverage of the TDAs.
Procedure Tabu Search
Step 1. Initial Solution Method Obtain Initial feasible solution by one of the following two methods. 
P(i,k) := Received power at BS k which is transmitted from the center of TDA i ;
Step 3. Drop Move (a) Evaluate the current solution of BSs in Active_List.
Eval 1 (k) = c k + NRC(k).
(b) Do in nonincreasing order of the evaluation value Eval 1 (k) until a BS is selected.
Else if the BS k satisfies the default aspiration criterion then select the BS k .
Otherwise repeat for the next BS in the order.
(c) Move the selected BS k from Active_List to Candidate_List.
Step 4.
Step 4. Reassignment after Drop Move (a) For each TDA that is not covered (i) Find BSs that can cover the TDA in Active_List.
(ii) Sort BSs in nonincreasing order of the received power P(i,k).
(b) Go to Step 5.
Step 5. Feasibility Check
Step 6.
Otherwise go to Step 8.
Step 6. Add Move (d) Go to Step 7.
Step 7. Reassignment after Add Move Step 8. Updating Solution Otherwise STOP.
Step 9. Diversification In the above procedure, notice that the main computational burden occurs in Step 4
when TDAs are reassigned after a Drop move. For each TDA the procedure sorts K 2 base stations in nonincreasing order of received power. This procedure requires O(K 2 log K 2 ) steps. Since the ordering is performed for TDAs previously covered by the dropped base station, the overall complexity reduces to O(NK 2 log K 2 ) in the worst case. 
Computational Results
In this section, we test the efficiency of the proposed algorithm for the cell planning with capacity expansion. The algorithm described in the previous section was TDAs are square as shown in Figure 2 and 6. The traffic demand at each TDA has uniformly distributed with integer values (in Erlang) over [1, 6] in AMPS and [1, 9] in CDMA. The locations of candidate base stations are randomly generated.
To compare the performance of the proposed tabu search, Parallel Genetic Algorithm (PGA) with island model is considered. 500 chromosomes are divided into five islands and evolved until the best fitness at each island is equal to the average fitness of the island. At the end of each generation, the best solution is copied to the next island. To represent the chromosome Grouping GA [17] is employed which is known to be superior in grouping problems including set covering. Each string has two parts: TDA part and BS part. In TDA part a base station is assigned to each TDA. The base stations employed in the TDA part are then represented in the BS part. The superiority of Grouping GA over standard GA is mainly due to group-oriented operators. Grouporiented crossover and mutation [17] are applied to the chromosome. Tournament selection is performed to generate a population for the following generation.
Test on AMPS System
The capacity of each new base station is assumed 46 Erlangs as in Section 2.1. The size of a TDA is assumed 600 m 600 m with traffic demand distributed uniformly over 1, 2, ..., 6 Erlangs. The number of diversifications in tabu search is deeply related to the solution quality.
The test on Dmax is performed for three different values of coverage factor α. For each case, fifty problems are experimented to determine the value of Dmax. In each case of α, the portion among fifty problems which gives no further improvement for increased value of Dmax is plotted. Figure 5 shows that the number of required diversifications increases with the increase of coverage factor α. From the figure it seems to be 
Test on CDMA System
The system capacity of CDMA is usually known to be 6 8 times of AMPS [1] . It means that CDMA is appropriate for the increased dense traffic area with microcells.
We thus assume that the size of a TDA is 300 m 300 m with traffic demand distributed uniformly over 1, 2, ..., 9 Erlangs.
The received power at a base station can be computed as in the AMPS of section 4.1.
Due to the reduced cell size, the transmission power of a mobile is reduced to 200 300 mW as in PCS phones. (8, 11 ) for 50 50 are tested. Figure 7 shows the dynamic tabu tenure is slightly better than the fixed one with reasonable increase of tabu iterations. We thus employ dynamic tabu tenure in the tests to follow.
The test results on Nmax and Dmax are shown in Figure 8 and 9 respectively. Figure  8 shows that diversification with capacity change gives best performance. In other words, the performance of tabu search is increased with the diversification which increases or decreases the capacity of a new base station depending on the current usage of the capacity. When the capacity of a base station is fully employed, the capacity is The number of diversifications required to stop tabu search is largely dependent on the problem complexity. The difficulty of a problem is increased with the increase of traffic coverage factor. From Figure 9 the reasonable number of diversifications seams to be 9, 12, and 15 respectively for =0.90, 0.95, and 0.99. Table 4 , 5, and 6 show the computational results of tabu search for problems under CDMA system. For problems with 400 TDAs tabu search provides solutions which are within 5% from the optimal even in case of α= 0.99. However, in most problems with 900 and 2,500 TDAs, we failed to obtain optimal solutions with CPLEX within the CPU time limit of 10,000 seconds. Fortunately in problems with 900 TDAs, the proposed tabu search provides optimal solutions in almost all cases of α=0.90 and 0.95. Solutions by the tabu search match with the lower bounds by CPLEX. For α=0.99 the gap from the lower bound is approximately 15% in 900 TDAs. In problems with 2,500
TDAs, the gaps from the lower bounds are 1%, 5%, and 15% respectively for α= 0.90, 0.95 and 0.99. Note that the gaps remain same in problems with 900 and 2,500 TDAs.
Figure 9. Test of Dmax in Problems with 30×30 TDAs
The performance of the parallel GA is not promising compared to the proposed tabu search. In many problems the PGA fails to meet the coverage factor α, which is due to the penalty method used in GA to handle the constraints in the problem. Moreover, the gaps from the lower bounds are 28-30 % for problems with 2,500 TDAs regardless of the coverage factor α.
Conclusion
Cell planning problem with capacity expansion is examined in wireless Test on CDMA shows that two diversification strategies are highly effective.
Compared to the no diversification 6% cost reduction is obtained by the coverage diversification and 10% by both the coverage and capacity strategies. In problems with 400 TDAs tabu search provides solutions which are within 5% from the optimal even in case of α=0.99. The proposed procedure presents optimal solutions in almost all instances of 900 TDAs with α=0.90 and 0.95. The gap from the lower bound is approximately 15% in problems with α=0.99. However, the gap remains same in problems of 2,500 TDAs with α=0.99, which shows the robustness of the proposed tabu search. The proposed tabu search also outperforms the PGA. Approximately 10~20 % cost reduction is obtained in problems with 2,500 TDAs. * represents the solution which does not satisfy the coverage factor (α) in GA The numbers in the parenthesis represent the CPU seconds * represents the solution which does not satisfy the coverage factor (α) in GA The numbers in the parenthesis represent the CPU seconds * represents the solution which does not satisfy the coverage factor (α) in GA The numbers in the parenthesis represent the CPU seconds * represents the solution which does not satisfy the coverage factor(α) in GA. ** represents the lower bound of the solution.
The numbers in the parenthesis represent the CPU seconds. * represents the solution which does not satisfy the coverage factor (α) in GA. ** represents the lower bound of the solution.
The numbers in the parenthesis represent the CPU seconds.
